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Abstract
This paper identifies several issues in multimodal di-

alogues between a companion robot and a human user.
Specifically, these issues pertain to the synchronization of
multimodal input and output, and the handling of expected
and unexpected input, including input contradicting over
different modalities. Furthermore, a novel way of visually
representing multimodal dialogues is presented. Ultimately,
this work represents some steps towards the development of
a principled and generic method for programming multi-
modal dialogues.

1. Introduction

An increasingly popular field of robotics is that of so-
ciable robots, which typically have a rich arsenal of sen-
sors and actuators allowing users to interact intuitively and
affectively with them. An important application of socia-
ble robots is to make them companions that engage in nat-
ural interaction, helping humans with daily organizational
issues and chores. However, the number of input and out-
put modalities of a typical companion robot presents chal-
lenges to developers. The large amount of information go-
ing around in a multimodal interaction is both an advantage
and a disadvantage: it is usually more robust than a sys-
tem that only works with a single modality, but on the other
hand, misunderstandings may emerge if information in dif-
ferent modalities does not match. This creates the need for
synchronization of input and output.

This synchronization takes place on two levels. One
notable problem in a multimodal dialogue system is that
causally dependent actions in different modalities rarely
happen exactly at the same time [8]. Therefore, input to
the different modalities often has to be synchronized (e.g.,
often visual and auditory perception should not be consid-
ered separately, but should be processed synchronously),
but this holds no less for the output modalities (e.g., speech,
lip sync, and facial expressions should match each other).

Secondly, utterances and actions need to be synchro-
nized at the dialogue level. A dialogue is a joint activity
[4]: a project that is executed by a number of participants

together. Joint activities can be split up into smaller parts,
called joint actions, which are the coordinations of individ-
ual actions by two or more people; e.g., answering your di-
alogue partner’s question, or being silent while attending to
his or her utterance. Some form of coordination is needed
to successfully execute these joint actions and activities.

Moreover, a robot can form expectations about a part-
ner’s next actions. But then it must also have ways to per-
form repairs if these expectations are not met. If robots
are to behave in such a manner, their multimodal dialogues
first have to be properly modeled and then programmed.
However, currently there exists no principled and intuitive
method for modeling and programming multimodal dia-
logues with support for expectations. For example, in the
work of Breazeal [2] the multimodal interactions emerge
from competing behaviors, but they are not synchronized in
a principled way.

In this paper, we will look specifically at multimodal di-
alogues and the issues that synchronization of output and
(unexpected) input present to a robot. We will propose a
novel way of visually representing modalities and expecta-
tions in a dialogue, as well as showing how dialogues can
be repaired when things do not proceed as planned.

2. Visually Representing Multimodal Dialogues

In this section, we present an example to illustrate the
problem we are addressing and propose steps towards a so-
lution. In this example, iCat [3], a companion robot de-
signed by Philips, has taken up the task of instructing the
user to prepare a particular recipe, for which he needs a
cooking pan. To make it easier for iCat to observe whether
everything is going according to plan, the cooking pans are
red and the frying pans are green. In this dialogue, we have
abstracted from several topics of future work, such as visual
recognition of facial expressions of the user by iCat, other
image recognition (e.g., of specific objects in different col-
ors), and parsing user utterances.

iCat: “Please get a cooking pan.”
(user takes a red pan)
iCat: “Very good, that’s the correct pan.”



On the surface, this short conversation consists of only two
utterances by iCat and an action by the user, but during the
course of this small dialogue, several unseen things also
happen. The process starts by iCat wanting the user to get
a cooking pan, because this is necessary to complete a cer-
tain step in the recipe (e.g., cooking pasta), and completing
this step is a requirement for completing the whole recipe.
Therefore, iCat informs the user that he is supposed to take
the cooking pan. After uttering this sentence, iCat expects
the user to have heard and understood his instruction and
to agree with it (and considers this as a common goal of
both dialogue participants), and therefore expects the user
to perform the action of getting a cooking pan. After iCat
has seen the red pan, it confirms that this is the correct pan.

To illustrate in a principled way how dialogue partners
coordinate their actions, both internally and externally, we
present a representation scheme for multimodal dialogues
in the style of a music score (see Figure 1). We visualize
this small dialogue in a way that resembles sheet music in
several ways. Both dialogue partners have six tracks that
represent different modalities of input, output, and reason-
ing, resembling the idea of different instruments that play
together in an orchestra. The set of relevant modalities may
be different in other dialogue systems or situations, in which
case the tracks of the dialogue score can be adapted, just
like different pieces of music that may require different in-
strument groups in an orchestra. Each dialogue partner may
be viewed as a section of instruments inside an orchestra,
like strings, wood instruments, or a rhythm section. The
instruments inside each section are closely connected, like
one’s own modalities are, but they do interact with the other
instrument groups as dialogue partners do.

Everything that happens in the dialogue is represented
in the order of occurrence, from left to right. Events that
happen (practically) simultaneously are situated directly
above/below each other. The arrows show which events are
related and depend on each other, in a way that notes in a
melody depend on each other: they have to be played in a
certain order. Not all of the arrows in Figure 1 have ex-
actly the same meaning: they represent internal or external
events. For example, an arrow from a block in the ‘reason-
ing’ track to a block in the ‘face’ or ‘speech’ track means
a signal to execute a plan (internal event), while an arrow
from the ‘vision’ or ‘hearing’ track to a block in the ‘rea-
soning’ track is an external event (input).

Only a hypothetical conductor would have the complete
sheet music of the dialogue. Both dialogue partners only
have access to their own half of the dialogue score and can
only form hypotheses and expectations about each other’s
actions based on the input they get from their dialogue
partner and the output they produce themselves. The grey
blocks and arrows in the bottom half of Figure 1 are events
iCat cannot know or control. iCat presumes that something

like this goes on inside the user, and the only way to check
this is to synchronize on the black blocks in the bottom half
of the dialogue score (e.g., ‘takes red pan’): the output by
the user. If this expected event happens, the dialogue pro-
ceeds as planned. The dialogue score in Figure 1 is a typical
example of a dialogue that goes exactly as expected. How-
ever, if iCat receives input that does not match its expecta-
tions, it must attempt to solve the problem. Most notably
this can be done by initiating a subdialogue; e.g., asking the
user for confirmation or explanation. The exact way of han-
dling such a problem depends on the situation. We illustrate
this tactic by introducing an error in the dialogue: the user
takes a frying pan instead of a cooking pan.

iCat: “Please get a cooking pan.”
(user takes a green pan)
iCat: “That’s the wrong pan, the green pans are
frying pans. You need a red pan!”
User: “Sorry, I’ll get the red one.”
(user takes a red pan)
iCat: “Very good, that’s the correct pan.”

When iCat sees only a green pan (which, as it knows, is a
frying pan), its expectations are not met and it revises its
plans to deal with the new situation. Several things could
have gone wrong: the user might have misunderstood iCat,
the red pan might be in the dishwasher, or the user may just
not know what a cooking pan is and therefore mistakenly
think that he got a cooking pan. While informing the user of
his mistake, iCat keeps watching out for the red pan, so that
when the user eventually does get the red pan, iCat knows
that the goal in question has been achieved, and it informs
the user that the actions he performed were correct.

In general, if something else happens instead of the ex-
pected event, iCat has to adapt its behavior and expectations
about the rest of the dialogue. This is the difference between
our representation scheme and an actual music score: while
the latter is static, our dialogue score is flexible and can be
adapted on-the-fly during the dialogue to suit unexpected
behavior. At several points in a dialogue, most notably the
user’s actions (the black blocks in the lower part of the di-
alogue score in Figure 1), there is a factor of uncertainty in
how the dialogue will proceed: iCat may receive either its
desired (expected) input, some kind of unexpected input, or
no input at all (within a certain time span). To make the sit-
uation even more complicated, iCat may receive input via
more than one modality, in which case all these inputs need
to be synchronized and an appropriate interpretation of the
situation and a further course of action should be chosen.

Table 1 shows how iCat handles expected and unex-
pected input in general, based on its visual input combined
with the verbal response from the user. The table distin-
guishes between three different kinds of events for both
modalities. For each type of expected event, some other
types of events are specified that contradict with it (e.g., the



Figure 1. A sample dialogue, in a dialogue score visualization.

event of the user taking a pan of a certain color contradicts
with the event of the user taking a pan of a different color).
We call these unexpected events with respect to a certain
expectation. These classes of unexpected events are defined
by the programmer and can be as broad or narrow as de-
sired. Note that while it may be difficult to list all these un-
expected events in advance, it is usually not a big problem
if some are missed. The interactivity of the dialogue gives
both the user and iCat the opportunity to address mistakes
that are made in the interpretation of input.

Expected
event

Unexpected
event

No event

Expected
reply

Everything
is ok (1)

Accidental
wrong
action (2)

Ask for
event (3)

Unexpected
reply

Inputs
clash (4)

Problem;
backup
plan (5)

Problem;
no backup
plan (6)

No reply Everything
is ok (7)

Accidental
wrong
action (8)

Timeout (9)

Table 1. Handling of (un)expected input.

In our example, iCat can either see the correct pan (the
expected event), a wrong pan (an unexpected event), or no
pan at all (no event). The verbal response from the user
is classified in expected replies (confirming answers, like
“okay” or “I have the pan”) and unexpected replies (reject-
ing answers such as “I don’t have such a pan” or “it is in the

dishwasher”); if the user says nothing, no reply is registered.
If iCat receives expected input in both modalities, we are

in situation 1 in Table 1: Everything is ok. The dialogue
will just proceed as planned. However, in case iCat sees a
wrong pan (unexpected event) and the user gives a positive
answer (expected reply), we are in situation 2: Accidental
wrong action. The user may have unknowingly grabbed the
wrong pan, and iCat’s reaction is to inform the user of this
mistake: “That’s the wrong pan, the green pans are frying
pans. You need a red pan!” If the user gives a positive
(expected) answer but iCat does not see a pan (no event),
iCat will ask the user whether he has really performed the
expected action (situation 3: Ask for event): “I didn’t see
you getting a pan. Are you sure you have one?”

There seems to be no good explanation for the situation
where iCat sees the correct pan (expected event) but the user
gives a negative answer (unexpected reply). In this situation
(4: Inputs clash), iCat will ask the user for explanation. If
the user gives a negative answer (unexpected reply) and iCat
sees the wrong pan (unexpected event), iCat concludes that
the user has a problem in getting the right pan (maybe it is
in the dishwasher). However, the user chooses to follow a
backup plan: he (willingly) takes a different pan (situation
5: Problem; backup plan). In this case, iCat gives the user
full responsibility for unexpected consequences of his ac-
tion (e.g., “You have a different pan than the recipe says,
but if you think it’s okay, you can use this one too.”). In
case of a negative answer (unexpected reply) and no pan
(no event), apparently the plan cannot go ahead as expected
and the user does not have a backup plan ready (situation



6: Problem; no backup plan). iCat should ask the user if
he has any alternatives or if he wants to stop or pause the
process (e.g., to wash the needed pan).

If iCat sees the right pan (expected event) but the user
says nothing (no reply), the situation (7: Everything is ok)
is similar to situation 1: there is no reason to suspect some-
thing is wrong and the dialogue can proceed as planned. If
the user gets a wrong pan (unexpected input) and says noth-
ing (no reply), iCat presumes that the user made a mistake
(situation 8: Accidental wrong action), and will attempt to
repair the situation just like in situation 2 described above.
Finally, if iCat sees no pan and hears no utterance from the
user (situation 9: Timeout), it will wait for a while and then
ask the user if he is still participating in the joint activity.

With respect to converting a dialogue score to a program,
the different blocks in the score can essentially be viewed
as parallel plans that have to be synchronized (where plans
are sequences of basic actions). If different tracks contain
blocks at overlapping time points in the dialogue score, then
there are plans that have to be executed in parallel. More-
over, in most cases these parallel plans have to be syn-
chronized (e.g., facial animation should be timed with the
speech synthesis for lip synchronization and word empha-
sizing animations). This poses a challenge for programming
the behavior of the robot. The dialogue score visualization
helps by identifying which tracks and blocks there are in
a particular scenario, and how the flow of information and
control between blocks is organized. There should then be
an agent programming language [1] that facilitates the con-
struction of parallel plans and has ways of dealing with syn-
chronization of parallel plans. Furthermore, the language
should facilitate handling of expectations as in Table 1. Al-
though several agent programming languages may already
allow such features to be programmed, we propose to intro-
duce new syntax and corresponding semantics to make the
process easy and intuitive. Because of space limitations, we
cannot present the formal semantics of such an extension
here, but its workings have been sketched in this section
and remain a topic of future work.

3. Conclusions and Future Research
To conclude this paper, we will first compare our ap-

proach to some related work. Q [6] is an extension of the
Scheme programming language. Q allows for interaction
scenarios to be programmed in term of cues (interaction-
triggering events) and actions, but it abstracts from the se-
mantics so that no assumptions about the implementations
of autonomous robots have to be made. This abstraction
from agent implementation is similar to our approach; in
our music score visualization, we also do not directly spec-
ify how the agents are implemented. The difference be-
tween Q and our approach is that we visualize the flow of
a complete dialogue in a way that resembles a music score,

while Q does not use such a visual representation, but in-
stead enables scenario writers and interaction designers to
define certain situations through the use of interaction pat-
tern cards in a Microsoft Excel interface.

IOM/T (Interaction Oriented Model by Textual represen-
tation) [5] is an interaction description language with a syn-
tax similar to that of the Java programming language. In its
design, care has been taken not to disperse an interaction
into multiple agents, but to stay as close as possible to the
AUML sequence diagrams to which the implementation of
an interaction should correspond. In fact, IOM/T has been
shown to be formally equivalent to AUML sequence dia-
grams [5]. The similarity between our approach and IOM/T
is that both use a visual representation of a dialogue. How-
ever, after making an AUML sequence diagram in IOM/T,
the agents still need to be implemented in a Java-like pro-
gramming language. We are planning to develop a tool to
translate the music scores into programs automatically.

In this paper we have identified and discussed some is-
sues in multimodal dialogues. First, the multimodal out-
put of a robot needs to be synchronized to make sense to
its dialogue partner. Secondly, a robot needs to synchro-
nize its plans on expected actions of its partner. Thirdly,
in case of an unexpected event, a robot needs to have ways
to react to these events and repair the remainder of the dia-
logue. We have presented a principled approach for visually
modeling multimodal dialogues and a scheme for reacting
to different combinations of expected, unexpected, and ab-
sent events. The visual dialogue score representation can be
used to identify issues that arise in multimodal dialogues.
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